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Motivation & Introduction

The USC CARE Corpus

Prosody- Intonation, volume, duration, and rate of speech
suprasegmental aspects have communicative function
segmental aspects relate to voice quality

Acoustic-Prosodic Features
Atypical prosody is often reported in children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD), but heterogeneous and qualitatively described
“slow, rapid, jerky and irregular in rhythm, odd
intonation or inappropriate pitch and stress, markedly
flat and toneless, or consistently abnormal volume“
We investigate various word- and phonetic- level spontaneous speech
features to quantify the qualitatively described atypical prosody
Additionally, we find the psychologist’s acoustic-prosodic features
inform their perception of the child’s behavior

25 features (functionals on feature contours) per person, per session
Intonation and Volume (turn-end prosody) (12 functionals):
2nd-order polynomial (intercept, slope, and curvature) of pitch and intensity
Rate (9 functionals):
Syllabic speaking rate, vowel and consonant duration
Voice Quality (4 functionals):
Jitter and Shimmer- peak-to-peak variations in pitch period and amplitude

Analysis of Acoustic-Prosodic Features
Child’s Acoustic-Prosodic Features
Both participant’s features correlate with
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (p<0.05)
the child’s rated atypicality

Psychologist’s Acoustic-Prosodic Features
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (p<0.05)

Child features- suggest ‘monotonic’ speech,
variable volume, atypical voice quality, and
slower rate of speech.
Psychologist features- suggest psychologist’s
speech behavior changes depending on her
perception of the child (e.g., higher jitter and
generally slower speech rate).

Discussion & Future Work

Predictive Tasks
Psychologist’s acoustic-prosody is more informative of
the child’s rated ASD severity than the child’s features
based on multiple linear regression prediction.

The results suggest the psychologist is attuning to the child’s
behavioral cues, deliberately or spontaneously.

Future work
We can potentially leverage this info to model interaction strategies.
Model the temporal patterning of interaction
Is atypical prosody global (thin-slices) or local (bouts)?
Model strategies of the psychologist
Collect normative data from typically developing children to model
non-linear variability in speech prosody
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